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drug on the black market or buying it abroad, according to the FDA.
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The National Transportation Safety Board said there were 47,824 highway

The Indian government arrested some 1000 people suspected in connection with a wave of bombings which terrorized the country last week. At least 75 people were killed in the bombings. The Delhi region alone experienced 30 bomb explosions. Many believe Sikh separatists, who want an independent homeland in the Punjab state of India, executed

Kenya will take big steps to stop rhinoceros poaching - Kenya will spend several hundred

black rhinoceroses into sanctuaries to protect them from poachers. The total African population of the animals has decreased from 15,000 in 1980 to 1600 today, experts said. The decline is attributed almost

poaching. The population of the southern white rhinoceros, once down to 100, has recovered to about 2000, due to conservation efforts.

Israel will now back meeting between US and Palestinians - Israeli Prime Minister Shimon

Pye has approved of American discussions with a Jordanian-Palestinian group, according to an Israeli official. Israel had not clearly stated its view before, although the Cairo-David agreement of 1978 called for

disputes among Israel, Egypt, Jordan and "representatives of the Palestinian people." A State Depart-

ment official said the agreement will allow Secretary of State George P. Shultz and Israeli officials to talk

with Egyptian and Jordanian leaders.

China will support Palestinians - Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping pledged support for the Palestinians and warned Arab states to bring about peace in the Middle East. Deng said Arab countries had to unite to achieve their common goal.

British Conservatives turn against Thatcher - A group of 32 Conservative Party members of Brit-

ian Parliament have formed a group to oppose the policies of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. The organization is called Conservative Center Forward and favors a more liberal form of conservatism than Thatcher advocates. None of the members of the group are in the cabinet. The group is under the leadership of former Foreign Secretary Francis Pym.

Nation

Dick Tracy creator dies - Chester Gould, creator of the Dick Tracy comic strip, died last weekend. Gould started drawing the Tracy strip in 1931. "Dick Tracy was the first popular comic strip hero who was intentionally not be funny. The strip was carried in almost 1000 newspapers at one time.
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